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Charming penguin contributions in B\K* p, K„r,v,f… decays
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We evaluate the decaysB→K* p, K(r,v,f) adding the long distance charming penguin contributions to
the short distance: tree1penguin amplitudes. We estimate the imaginary part of the charming penguin contri-
bution by an effective field theory inspired by heavy quark effective theory and parametrize its real part. The
final results for branching ratios depend on only two real parameters and show a significant role of the
charming penguin contributions. The overall agreement with the available experimental data is satisfactory.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The CLEO II @1,2#, the BaBar@3,4# and the Belle@5#
Collaborations have recently reported data on theB meson
nonleptonic decay channels into a light vector and a pseu
scalar meson:

B→PV. ~1!

These data are of the utmost importance for the determ
tion of the angles of the unitarity triangle. In particular, if on
of the two mesons in the final state is a strange particle
decays~1! offer several channels for the extraction of theg
angle, thus providing alternatives to theKp decay mode.
These nonleptonic decays have been proposed long
@6–18# as a method for the extraction of theg angle. By this
strategy one relates the data to a theoretical amplitude g
as a sum of tree and penguin short distance contributi
whose relative weak phase is indeedg. The usual computa
tional scheme is the factorization hypothesis, either in
naive or in the QCD based version@19–26#. Here one ne-
glects nonfactorizable contributions as one proves that t
are of the order ofL/mb and therefore negligible in themb
→` limit.

There is a class of contributions however that, althou
suppressed in the infinite heavy quark mass limit, canno
neglecteda priori. These are long distance contributio
known in the literature as charming penguin diagra
@27–32#. Induced by the nonleptonic Hamiltonia
}Vcb* Vcsb̄gm(12g5)c c̄gm(12g5)s1Fierz1H.c., they
cannot contribute in the vacuum saturation approximati
However, the insertion of at least two charmed partic
~charm1anticharm! between the currents can produce s
able contributions. As a matter of fact theO(L3mb
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pression is compensated by the Cabibbo-Kobaya
Maskawa enhancement and the actual role of th
contributions can be established only as a result of so
dynamical calculations. In@30# and @31# we estimated these
contributions for theB→PP decay channels and found th
for the Kp case they are indeed relevant. Their imagina
part can be evaluated with some confidence using the he
meson chiral effective theory corrected for the light mes
hard momenta. On the other hand, the real part is less
dictable; for example in@30# and @31# the results strongly
depend on the cutoff in the loop integrals. Sizable effe
were also found in theK2xc0 ~J/c! channel@33#.

In the present paper we give an estimate of the charm
penguin contributions in the charmless decays~1! for the
casesK* p andK(r,v,f). We do not consider the particle
h,h8 in the final state because the pseudoscalar SU~3! sin-
glet is most probably contaminated by the glue and
evaluation of these contributions cannot be reliably do
within our theoretical scheme. Because of the above m
tioned difficulties we compute by the effective theory on
the imaginary part of the amplitude,ILD . For the real part of
the amplitude,RLD , we assume a simple parametrizatio
RLD}ILD , fixing the two proportionality constants@one for
each of the SU(3)f multiplets comprising the light vecto
mesons# by a fit. A similar calculation has been recently a
tempted by@32#; these authors assume a more phenome
logical approach and parametrize the amplitude in the m
general way~two complex numbers!, using SU~3! flavor
symmetry to relate the different amplitudes. Therefore o
calculation can provide a dynamical test of the model in@32#.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we es
mate the tree diagram contribution~or short-distance contri-
bution!, computed in the factorization approximation. In Se
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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III we estimate the absorptive part of the charming peng
contribution. It is evaluated by use of the effective Lagran
ian for light and heavy mesons based on the heavy qu
effective theory~for a review see@34#!. The main uncertainty
of this approach is the extrapolation to hard light mes
momenta and in this context we use an estimate of fo
factor given by us in@30#. In Sec. IV we present numerica
results for the branching ratios and the asymmetry. In
previous papers we estimated the real part of the charm
penguin contributions by using a cutoff Cottingham formu
the results were strongly cutoff dependent and for this rea
we give here a simple parametrization of the real part and
estimate the relevant two real parameters by comparing
the data. The overall result for both of the branching rat
and theCP-asymmetries is rather satisfying and points to
significant role of the charming penguins in theB
→K* p, K(r,v,f) decay modes.

II. SHORT-DISTANCE NONLEPTONIC WEAK
MATRIX ELEMENTS

The effective Hamiltonian for nonleptonicB decays is
given by

Heff5
GF

A2
FVub* Vus~c1O1

u1c2O2
u!1Vcb* Vcs~c1O1

c1c2O2
c!

2Vtb* VtsS (
i 53

10

ciOi1cgOgD G ~2!

whereci are the Wilson coefficients evaluated at the norm
ization scalem5mb @35–39# and next-to-leading order QCD
g
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radiative corrections are included.O1 and O2 are the usual
tree-level operators,Oi ( i 53, . . .,10) are the penguin op
erators andOg is the chromomagnetic gluon operator. Theci
in Eq. ~2! are as follows @39#: c251.105,c1520.228,
c350.013,c4520.029, N c550.009, c6520.033, c7 /a
50.005,c8 /a50.060,c9 /a521.283,c10/a50.266. More-
over, for the current quark masses we use the values

mb54.6 GeV mu54 MeV

md58 MeV ms50.150 GeV. ~3!

We define theT-matrix element

~2p!4d4~pB2pp2pK* !3MK* p5^K* puTuB&, ~4!

with a similar definition for theK(r,v,f) final state. We
separate short-distance and long-distance contributions to
weakB→K* p decay:

M5MSD1MLD , ~5!

and evaluate the short-distance part of the amplitudeMSD
using the operators in Eq.~2! in the factorization approxima
tion @with MSD(B→ f )[2^ f uHeffuB&]. The results are in
Table I. Here ai5ci1(ci 11/3) (i 5odd) and ai5ci
1(ci21/3) (i 5even). Moreover, ifV is a vector meson and
P(8) is a pseudoscalar meson, we use the following definit
for the matrix elements of weak currents:

^P~p!uAmu0&52 i f Ppm , ^V~«,p!uVmu0&5 f VmV«m* , ~6!

and
^P8~p8!uVmuP~p!&5F1~q2!F ~pm1pm8 !2
mP

2 2mP8
2

q2
qmG1F0~q2!

mP
2 2mP8

2

q2
qm ~7!

^V~e,p8!uVm2AmuP~p!&5
2V~q2!

M P1MV
emnaben* papb82 i ~M P1MV!e* mA1~q2!1 i

~e* •q!

M P1MV
~p1p8!mA2~q2!

1 i ~e* •q!
2MV

q2
qm@A3~q2!2A0~q2!#, ~8!
where

A3~q2!5
MV2M P

2MV
A2~q2!1

MV1M P

2MV
A1~q2! ~9!

andA3(0)5A0(0).

III. ABSORPTIVE PART

The computation of the discontinuity of the charmin
penguin contribution diagrams contributing toB→K* p
gives ~cf. analogous diagrams in Fig. 2 of Ref.@30#!
DiscMLD52i Im MLD

5 i ~2p!2E d4q

~2p!4
d1~q22mDs

2 !d1~pD(* )
2

2mD
2 !

3M~B→Ds
(* )D (* )!M~Ds

(* )D (* )→K* p!

5 i
mD

16p2mB

Av* 221E dnM~B→Ds
(* )D (* )!

3M~Ds
(* )D (* )→K* p!, ~10!
1-2
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TABLE I. FactorizedMSD amplitudes.

Process MSD

B1→K* 0p1
1GFA2F1

B→p~mK*
2

! f K* mK* Vtb* VtsFa42
a10

2 G~«* •pB!

B1→K* 1p0
2GFmK* HF1

B→p~mK*
2

!fK*@Vub* Vusa22Vtb*Vts~a41a10!#1A0
B→K* ~mp

2 ! f pFVub* Vusa11Vtb* Vts

3

2
~a72a9!G J ~«* •pB!

B0→K* 0p0 2GFmK* HA0
B→K*~mp

2 !fpFVub* Vusa12Vtb*Vts

3

2
~a92a7!G1F1

B→p~mK*
2

!fK*Vtb*VtsFa42
a10

2 G J ~«* •pB!

B0→K* 1p2 2GFA2F1
B→p~mK*

2
! f K* mK* @Vub* Vusa22Vtb* Vts~a41a10!#~«* •pB!

B1→K0r1
1GFA2A0

B→r~mK
2 ! f KmrVtb* VtsFa42

1

2
a102

~2a62a8!mK
2

~mb1md!~md1ms!
G~«* •pB!

B1→K1r0

2GFmrHA0
B→r~mK

2 !fKFVub* Vusa22Vtb*VtsSa41a102
2~a61a8!mK

2

~mb1mu!~mu1ms!
D G

1F1
B→K~mr

2! f rFVub* Vusa12
3

2
Vtb* Vts~a71a9!G J ~«* •pB!

B0→K0r0
2GFmrHF1

B→K~mr
2!frFVub* Vusa12Vtb*Vts

3

2
~a71a9!G1A0

B→r~mK
2 !fKVtb*VtsFa42

1

2
a102

~2a62a8!mK
2

~mb1md!~md1ms!
G J ~«* •pB!

B0→K1r2
2GFA2A0

B→r~mK
2 ! f KmrFVub* Vusa22Vtb* VtsS a41a102

2~a61a8!mK
2

~mb1mu!~mu1ms!
D G~«* •pB!

B1→K1v

2GFmv$F1
B→K~mv

2 !fv@Vub* Vusa12Vtb*Vts„2~a31a5!1
1
2 ~a71a9!!#

1A0
B→v~mK

2 ! f KFVub* Vusa22Vtb* VtsS a41a102
2~a61a8!mK

2

~mb1mu!~mu1ms!
D G%~«* •pB!

B0→K0v

2GFmvHF1
B→K~mv

2 !fvFVub* Vusa12Vtb*VtsS2~a31a5!1
1

2
~a71a9!DG

2A0
B→v~mK

2 !fKVtb*VtsSa42
1

2
a102

~2a62a8!mK
2

~mb1md!~md1ms!
D J ~«* •pB!

B1,0→K1,0f 1GFA2F1
B→K~mf

2 ! f fmfVtb* VtsFa31a41a52
a71a91a10

2 G~«* •pB!
v
th

r-

ca
where the integration is over the solid angle and a sum o
polarizations is understood. A similar equation holds for
K(r,v,f) final state. The amplitudes for the decaysB
→Ds

(* )D (* ) are computed by factorization and using info
mation on the Isgur-Wise function~see below!. Diagrams for
the calculation of the amplitudesDs

(* )D (* )→K* p are in
Fig. 1. A similar diagram can be drawn for theDs

(* )D (* )

→K(r,v,f) amplitudes.
The effective Lagrangian to compute these diagrams

be written as follows~see e.g.@34#!:

L5 i ^HbvmDmbaH̄a&1 ig^Hbgmg5A ba
m H̄a&

1 ib^Hbvm~Vm2rm!baH̄a&1 il^HbsmnFmn~r!baH̄a&.

~11!
11400
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Here ^•••& means the trace,
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FIG. 1. Diagrams for the calculation of theDs
(* )D (* )→K* p

amplitudes.
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H5
11v”

2
~2P5g52 iP” !, ~12!

and P5 ,Pm are annihilation operators of the pseudoscalaP
and vectorV heavy mesons normalized as follows:

^0uP5uP&5AMH, ^0uPmuV~e!&5emAMH. ~13!

The first term in the Lagrangian~11! contains the kinetic
term for the heavy mesons giving theP andP* propagators,
i /(2v•k) and 2 i (gmn2vmvn)/(2v•k) respectively. How-
ever, since the residual momentum is not small we will u
the complete form of the propagators instead of their
proximate expressions@30,31#. The interactions among
heavy and light mesons are obtained by the other three te
In the second term there are interactions among the he
mesons and an odd number of pions coming from the exp
sion Am . HereAm5 1

2 (j†]mj2j]mj†). Expanding the field
j5exp(ip/f) and taking the traces it provides the coupling
the lower vertices of Fig. 1. The last two terms give t
upper vertices of Fig. 1. The octet of vector resonancesr,
K* , etc.! is introduced as the gauge multiplet according
the hidden gauge symmetry approach of Ref.@40#. We put

rm5 i
gV

A2
r̂m ~14!

wherer̂ is the usual Hermitian 333 matrix of flavor SU~3!
comprising the nonet of light vector mesons andgV is deter-
mined by vector meson dominance as follows:gV.5.8 @40#.

Also the parameterb can be fixed by vector meson dom
nance. This corresponds to assuming that, for the he
pseudoscalar mesonsH, the coupling of the electromagnet
current to the light quarks is dominated by ther,v,f vector
mesons. This produces the numerical result

b5
A2mV

gVf V
'0.9. ~15!

For g we take the recent experimental result from the CLE
Collaboration, obtained by the full width ofD* 1 @41#; this
gives a valueg50.5960.0760.01.

It can be noted that while these determinations cons
soft pions, we are interested in the coupling of a hard pion
D andD* . This introduces a correction that can be para
etrized by a form factor, see below for a discussion.

Let us now consider the parameterl in Eq. ~11!. In @34#
one can find an estimate of this parameter based on the
fective chiral Lagrangian for heavy mesons. We present h
an update of this analysis and new numerical results.

It is useful to begin by writing down the phenomenolog
cal heavy-to-heavy current in the leading 1/mQ approxima-
tion:

Jm
cb52j~v•v8!^H̄a

(c)gm~12g5!Ha
(b)&, ~16!

which gives rise to
11400
e
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^D~v8!uc̄gmbuB~v !&5AMBMDj~v•v8!~v1v8!m ,

^D* ~v8,e!uc̄gmbuB~v !&

5AMBMDj~v•v8!emnabe* nvav8b,

^D* ~v8,e!uc̄gmg5buB~v !&

5AMBMDj~v•v8!i @~11v•v8!em* 2~e* •v !vm8 #,

~17!

wherej(v•v8) is the Isgur-Wise form factor. Note that, b
this definition, the choice of phases in Eq.~17! agrees with
Eqs.~8! and~9!. We also write the phenomenological heav
to-light leading current for coupling to light pseudosca
mesons of the heavy mesons in the multipletH

La
m5

i F̂

2
^gm~12g5!Hbjba

† &. ~18!

Here F̂ is related to leptonic decay constant of the pseu
scalar heavy mesonB appearing in Eq.~6! by

f B5
F̂

AMB

. ~19!

Several numerical analyses based on QCD sum rules h
been performed, see for a review e.g.@34#. The result we
shall use is

F̂50.3060.05 GeV3/2 ~20!

which is obtained neglecting radiative corrections since th
are neglected also in the evaluation of the Isgur-Wise fo
factor that the parametrization we use below is based on

The effective theory approach gives predictions for t
form factorV(q2) at highq2 and relates it to the paramete
l. We can match this result with the theoretical calculatio
coming from light cone sum rules@42,43# ~LCSR! and lattice
QCD @44–46#. To do this we compute the form factor a
q2.qmax

2 where it is dominated by the nearest low-lyin
vector meson pole. Computing the form factor atq2.qmax

2

[(MB2MV)2 and at leading order in 1/mQ , one gets@47#

V~qmax
2 !5

gV

A2
lF̂

M P1MV

AM P

1

MV1D
~21!

whereD is the appropriate mass splitting, i.e., for the tran
tion B→K!, D5mB

s*
2mB.135 MeV. From the LCSR and

lattice QCD analyses for the transitionB→K* we infer the
valueV51.5 atq2[q̄2517 GeV2. In order to compare with
Eq. ~21! we assume that in the rangeq2P(q̄2,qmax

2 ) the form
factors are dominated by theBs* simple pole. This gives
V(qmax

2 )51.8 and, as a result,

l510.56 GeV21. ~22!
1-4
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We note that to determinel we used a positive sign o
V(qmax

2 ). The same sign would be obtained using HQET a
by assuming that the strange mass is large, see Eq.~17!. We
also note that a different result for the phase and the ma
tude ofl was obtained in@34#. The difference in magnitude
was due to the different methods used. Here we use LC
and lattice QCD, while in@34# an extrapolation is used from
the D→K* form factor. As to the phase, it is due to a d
ferent choice we use here for the phase factor of the he
vector meson, see Eq.~12!.
11400
d
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R
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To compute the matrix elements we use the followi
kinematics:

pm5mBvm5~mB ,0W !, pD(* )
m

5mDv8m, q5p2pD(* ).
~23!

wherev* 5(mB
21mD

2 2mDs

2 )/2mDmB and the angular inte-

gration is over the directions of the vectorvW 85nWAv* 221.
Our results are as follows:
M@B~v !→Ds~q!D* ~e,v8!#52K~mB1mD!e* •v, ~24!

M@B~v !→Ds* ~h,q!D~v8!#52KmDs
h* •~v1v8!, ~25!

M@B~v !→Ds* ~h,q!D* ~e,v8!#52 iKmDs
h* me* a@ i ealmsv8lvs2gma~11v* !1vavm8 #, ~26!

whereK5(GF /A2)Vcb* Vcsa2AmBmDf Ds
j IW(v* ). On the other hand, for theK* p final state we have

M@Ds~q!D* ~e,v8!→K* ~pK ,ê !p~pp!#52
2gF2~ upW pu!

f p

gV

A2
AmD*

mDs

elês* F 2bmDqspp
l

~mDv82pp!22mD
2

1
4lmD* Gsl~pp ,pK ,v8!

~mD* v82pp!22mD*
2 G ,

~27!

M@Ds* ~h,q!D~v8!→K* ~pK ,ê !p~pp!#52
2gmD* F2~ upW pu!

f p

gV

A2
AmD

mDs

hlês*

~mD* v82pp!22mD*
2

3F2bqsS 1pp
l 2

v8•pp

mD*
pK

l D 24lmDs
Hsl~pp ,pK ,v8!G , ~28!

M@Ds* ~h,q!D* ~e,v8!→K* ~pK ,ê !p~pp!#51
2gmD* F2~ upW pu!

f p

gV

A2
AmD*

mD
s*
eamnlhtês* erF 4lmDqa~pK!mpp

r

~mDv82pp!22mD
2

dn
sdl

t

mD*

1
va8 ~pp!mdn

r

~mD* v82pp!22mD*
2 $2bqsdl

t 14lmD
s*
@pK

t dl
s2~pK!lgst #%G , ~29!

where

Gsl~pp ,pK ,v8!52~v8•q!@gsl~pK•pp!2pp
spK

l #2~q•pp!@v8spK
l 2gsl~v8•pK!#2ql@pp

s~pK•v8!2v8s ~pK•pp!#,
~30!

Hsl~pp ,pK ,v8!5gslS pK•pp2
v8•pp

mD*
~mK*

2
2pK•q!D 2pK

l S pp
s1

v8•pp

mD*
qsD . ~31!
be
l is
e

n-
er
Equation~27! corresponds to the sum of diagrams~a! and~b!
of Fig. 1; Eq. ~28! corresponds to diagram~c! and, finally,
Eq. ~29! corresponds to the sum of diagrams~d! and ~e!.
Similar results hold for theK(r,v,f) final states and we do
not reproduce them here for the sake of brevity.F(upW pu) is a
form factor taking into account that in the vertexDD* p the
pion is not soft and therefore the coupling constant should
corrected. Its determination by a quark potential mode
discussed in@30# using a quark model. The central value w
use isF(upW pu)50.065. In the absence of more detailed i
formation, the same form factor is adopted for the upp
vertices in Fig. 1 as well.
1-5
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Let us first consider the short distance contribution. U
ing, for the CKM matrix elements,r50.2296,h50.3249,
A50.819, and for the involved form factors the value c
lected in Table IV of Ref.@48# ~a different determination
based on QCD sum rules is in@49#!, one gets the result
reported in Table II. These values correspond to the follo
ing value of the angleg of the unitarity triangle:

g5arctanS h

r D.54.8°. ~32!

Next we consider the long distance absorptive part. For
parameters we assume the values of the previous section
theDs decay constant we usef Ds

5F̂/AmDs
, with F̂ given in

Eq. ~20!; for the Isgur-Wise form factor we use the param
etrization

j~v•v8!5S 2

11v•v8
D r̂2

~33!

with r̂2.1. This parametrization agrees with the results
the b→c exclusive decays obtained by the CLEO and Be
Collaborations. It is a fit to the results obtained by the QC
sum rules method, see@34#.

The numerical results for the imaginary part ofMLD are
given in Table II. Typical sizes of the different contribution
to B2→K̄* 0p2 are as follows. From the two terms in E
~27!: Im M LD

a,b521.3231028; from the terms in Eq.~28!:
Im M LD

c 520.1631028; from the terms in Eq. ~29!:
Im M LD

d,e520.6631028. For the B2→K0r2 channel we
find: ImM LD

a,b521.5231028; Im M LD
c 520.7031028;

Im M LD
d,e520.5231028. It can be noted that the phase

MSD is purely weak while the phase inMLD is only due to
strong interactions.

A. Branching ratios

From the results of Table II we can compute the bran
ing ratios (B) and theCP asymmetries. As explained in th

TABLE II. Theoretical values forMSD ,MLD . Units are GeV.

Process MSD3108 Im MLD3108

B1→K* 0p1 11.45 22.14
B1→K* 1p0 11.0220.79i 21.52
B0→K* 0p0 20.6020.08i 11.52
B0→K* 1p2 10.8521.01i 22.14
B1→K0r1 10.17 22.74
B1→K1r0 10.3920.64i 21.94
B0→K0r0 10.4820.11i 11.94
B0→K1r2 20.2820.74i 22.74
B1→K1v 20.2720.63i 21.94
B0→K0v 10.0320.10i 21.94
B1→K1f 1.30 22.58
B0→K0f 1.30 22.58
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Introduction, we have not presented an evaluation of the
part of ALD . Attempts for theKp channel can be found in
@30,31#. Typical results are that the real part is of the sa
order of the imaginary part, but the uncertainties are lar
To estimate theCP averaged branching ratios we add the
fore to the imaginary part a real part as follows:

MLD5RLD1 iILD ~34!

and consider the valuesRLD50,6ILD . The results are re-
ported in Table III for the three values ofRLD , together with
the results obtained considering only the short distance
plitude. They show the relevance of the long-distance con
bution. The ‘‘best value’’ ofRLD might be obtained by a fit
to the available experimental data; these data are reporte
Table IV and a comparison with the results of the previo
table shows that the preferred values, except for the chan
with f in the final state, satisfyRLD'2ILD . Instead, the
decay inKf prefersRLD'1ILD . To find a ‘‘best value’’ of
RLD we defined ax2 as

x2[(
i

S Bri
th2Bri

exp

s~Bri !
D 2

~35!

where theBri
exp are reported in Table IV and thes(Bri) are

obtained summing quadratically the statistic and system
errors in the same table. When the experiment provides
asymmetric errors2

s1 a conservative error was assumed:s

5max(s1 ,s2). For the decayB̄0→K̄* 0p0 we put Brexp

50 and the corresponding error was fixed to be equal to
experimental upper limits53.631026. We have first at-
tempted a fit with only one real parameterr 5RLD /ILD ,
which corresponds to the use of the SU~3! nonet symmetry
for the light vector mesons. The minimum value
x2(512.1) is obtained forr 51.207. Since however we d
not expect the validity of the nonet hypothesis we have a

TABLE III. Branching ratiosB ~units 1026). In the second and
third columns, theoretical values computed using only the sh
distance amplitude and the full amplitude~i.e. short distance and
long distance!; in the latter case the three values correspond resp
tively to RLD5(11,0,21)3ILD , see text.

Process B (SD only! B (SD1LD)

B1→K* 0p1 1.96 (4.71,6.22,16.3)
B1→K* 1p0 1.56 (5.20,5.95,11.0)
B0→K* 0p0 0.32 (2.51,2.10,5.66)
B0→K* 1p2 1.50 (9.94,9.13,16.2)
B1→K0r1 0.03 (13.1,6.99,14.8)
B1→K1r0 0.52 (8.42,6.32,11.2)
B0→K0r0 0.21 (7.88,3.07,4.71)
B0→K1r2 0.54 (18.1,10.4,15.6)
B1→K1v 0.44 (10.7,6.21,8.73)
B0→K0v 0.01 (6.70,3.58,6.91)
B1→K1f 1.55 (7.58,7.63,19.8)
B0→K0f 1.42 (6.98,7.02,18.3)
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TABLE IV. CP averaged branching ratiosB ~units 1026). In the second column theoretical values computed using the present mod
the third column and fourth column theoretical computations based on Ref.@30#: Scenario~Sc.! 1 refers to QCD with factorization and fre
g; scenario 2 refers to QCD1charming penguin contributions with constrainedg ~see text!. Experimental data are from CLEO@1,2#, BaBar
@3,4#, and Belle@5# or averages from these data.

Process B ~this paper! B~ @32#, Sc. 1! B~ @32#, Sc. 2! B ~Expt.!

B1→K* 0p1 15.6 7.889 11.080 12.163.1 ~av.!
B2→K* 2p0 8.44 7.303 8.292 7.127.1

111.461.0(,31) ~CLEO!

B̄0→K̄* 0p0 5.61 ,3.6 ~CLEO!

B0→K* 1p2 12.0 9.760 10.787 19.365.2 ~av.!
B1→K0r1 14.1 7.140 14.006
B1→K1r0 8.56 1.882 5.665 8.963.6 ~av.!
B→K0r0 4.86 5.865 8.893
B0→K1r2 11.6 6.531 14.304 15.964.7 ~av.!
B1→K1v 6.19 2.398 6.320 9.222.3

12.661.0 ~CLEO!; ,4 ~BaBar!; ,7.9 ~Belle!

B0→K0v 6.27 2.318 5.606 6.361.8 ~av.!
B1→K1f 9.11 8.941 9.479 8.961.2 ~av.!
B0→K0f 8.39 8.360 8.898 8.761.4 ~av.!
et
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e
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pl
ed
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fi-
tried a two parameter fit, corresponding to the two multipl
~octet1singlet! of the light vector mesons. This gives as
resultRLD520.954ILD for the (r, K* , v) set of particles
and two solutions, RLD520.201ILD and RLD
511.21ILD , for thef with the samex257.8. The former
solution would be preferred because it represents a less
portant deviation of the SU~3! nonet symmetry. Even if the
two solutions produce the same values of the branching
tios they would produce differentCP asymmetries. The re
sults we find are in Table IV. Besides our data, we a
present two model calculations presented in@32#, where an
analysis of all thePV ~not only strange! final states is per-
formed. The first model~called in that paper scenario 1!
contains short distance terms~QCD factorization! and un-
constrainedg angle. Other theoretical determinations bas
on QCD factorization are in Ref.@50#, e.g.B(B0→K1r2)
512.1. The authors of@32# do not agree with the conclu
sions of Duet al., Ref. @50#, because, differently from them
they include theK* p channels. The second model~scenario
2! uses QCD factorization and charming penguin contri
tions as in the present paper, but differently from this pap
where only two real free parameters are used, they em
two universal complex amplitudes multiplied by a comput
Clebsh-Gordan coefficient. It is worthwhile to note that
significant agreement with the data is obtained with o
simple hypothesis. We also note that the valueg of Eq. ~32!
obtained by a global fit to the CKM matrix@51# is compat-
ible with the B→K* p, K(r,v,f) branching ratios only if
the charming penguin diagrams are included.

TABLE V. Theoretical values for the asymmetries; for the de
nitions see Eq.~39!.

Asymmetry A p
10 A p

01 A p
12 A p

00 A r
10 A r

01 A r
12 A r

00

ACP 0.27 0 0.31 20.04 0.27 0 0.30 20.08
11400
s
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B. CP asymmetries

From previous results we can also compute theCP asym-
metries for the various channels. The Belle Collaboration@5#
reported the result

A CP
K2v5

B~B2→K2v!2B~B1→K1v!

B~B2→K2v!1B~B1→K1v!

520.2160.2860.03. ~36!

The result we find agrees with the data:

A CP
K2v520.37 ~ theory!. ~37!

We also get

A CP
K̄0v5

B~B̄0→vK̄0!2B~B0→vK0!

B~B̄0→vK̄0!1B~B0→vK0!
520.05. ~38!

We can similarly compute the asymmetries for theK* p,Kr
channels, defined by

A p
105

B~B1→K* 1p0!2B~B2→K* 2p0!

B~B1→K* 1p0!1B~B2→K* 2p0!
,

A p
015

B~B1→K* 0p1!2B~B2→K̄* 0p2!

B~B1→K* 0p1!1B~B2→K̄* 0p2!
,

A p
125

B~B0→K* 1p2!2B~B̄0→K* 2p1!

B~B0→K* 1p2!1B~B̄0→K* 2p1!
,

A p
005

B~B0→K* 0p0!2B~B̄0→K̄* 0p0!

B~B0→K* 0p0!1B~B̄0→K̄* 0p0!
,

~39!
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with analogous definitions for theKr channel, withAp

→Ar and the changesK* →K andp→r.
The results are presented in Table V. They have a pecu

pattern and will therefore provide a crucial test of the pres
model when future experimental data for these asymme
are available.
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e
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